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THE LAHLUM  
ROUND 
REPORT 6 

 

GM Group 
Following a six-hour long round six, first place again was shared between GM Evgeny Postny of 

Israel and GM Frode Urkedal of Norway, both now with an outstanding +4 at 5,0/6.  

Postny following an interesting opening won as expected with the white pieces against 15 year old 

sensation man Mathias Unneland. Urkedal on the other hand was more or less lost in a difficult 

black game, before efficiently turning the board in a time trouble duel with GM Simen Agdestein.  

 

Third place at 4,5/6 now is shared between IM Frode Elsness and 16 year old FM Jens Ingebretsen, 

both winning long games in convincing style with the black pieces today. Elsness following this is 

still in the GM norm run, while Ingebretsen is ahead of Elsness in the GM-norm run and very close 

to his second IM-norm. Top board pairing for round seven following this will be Ingebretsen white 

against Postny, Urkedal white against GM Benjamin Notkevich and Elsness white against IM 

Johannes Haug. 

Black against GM Evgeny Postny (2603) was of 

course the hardest possible test for 15 year 

old sensation man Mathias Unneland (2149). 

The Aalesund junior entered the ring on the 

first board armed with a classical Queen´s 

Gambit, and first appeared healthy after 

exchanging the c- and d-pawns.  

Postny´s violent attack on black´s Nd7 (with a 

Rd1-pin combined with Bxf6) was critical, but 

also risky, as black could create not  

                                    Postny vs Unneland                 unfavourable complications with 14.--- Qb8! 

                    15.Rxd7 Bxg2 16.Rg1 Qxh2.  

Half an hour ahead on the clock Unneland however played way too fast in this critical situation,  

and soon found himself in trouble after 14.--- Bxc3?! 15.bxc3 Bd5?.  

White within a few more moves won a piece for two pawns. Although the GM´s king on f2 was a little 

bit airy, Postny had no problems winning the game well before 40 moves.  

Reportedly the first titleholder from Israel to play a title tournament abroad after the outbreak of the 

Covid 19 crisis, Postny sharing first place at 5,0/6 with a performance of 2610 is doing great so far. 

With a performance close to 2490, Unneland has won nearly 100 ELO points and is ahead of schedule 

for IM-norm after this very expected loss. 
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Second rated GM Simen Agdestein (2552) 

and third rated GM Frode Urkedal (2549) 

despite a 24 year age difference have 

already had many highly interesting and 

exciting duels.  

Todays opening was a positionally complex 

Nimzo Indian Rubinstein line. Whites pair 

of bishops was more important than his 

inferior pawn structure after black 

exchanged his dark-squared bishop for a 

knight at f4. White speeded up on the 

kingside, and although black succeeded                                             Agdestein vs Urkedal 

exchanging one of the bishops, he was  

a pawn down with a more or less wrecked position after 20 moves. Urkedal however succeeded  

activating his pieces for some counterplay on the open kingside squares, and was rewarded as 

Agdestein short of time overlooked a strong exchange sacrifice with 33.--- Rxe5! followed by 34.--- 

d4. Agdestein reportedly still was winning if he did not allow black to hit in with 35.--- Qxf3+ - and 

even then the position still would have been unclear if only he had not blundered the rook on h1.  

But in short, Agdestein suffered one of his rare time trouble collapses today, while Urkedal was spot 

on and efficiently turned a lost position into another win.  

Margins truly can be very small in this sport: Urkedal following this U-turn suddenly is at 5,0/6 with a 

2700-performance – and 1,5 points ahead Agdestein. 

 

IM Tor Fredrik Kaasen (2386) versus IM Johannes Haug (2483) was a closed Ruy Lopez line in which 

white established a space advantage on the queenside with 13.d5, after which black went for the 

thematic kingside counterplay with f5.  

All 32 pieces still were on the board and the position probably about fairly balanced, when the 

players agreed a draw by repetition of moves after 20 moves. 

 

FM Anders Hobber (2386) versus  

IM Kristian Stuvik Holm (2465) was a 

symmetrical English opening. Black finally 

gave up the symmetry with 7.--- cxd4 – 

while offering a draw which white 

accepted.  

Holm definitely has to run more risks to 

get any chances for GM-norms.  

Hobber following this draw has an ELO of 

2406 and a tournament performance of 

2526. Because he requested a walk over 

draw in the fourth round, he still needs a 

                                     Hobber vs Holm          very strong spurt to complete his IM-title 

               with a third norm this week.  

Hobber now needs a full point overscore on eight games to get it accepted as a nine-round IM-norm. 

But as he has a performance of 2526, 2 out of 3 from now on probably will be sufficient to pass this 

high hurdle.  
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GM Ilmars Starostits (2464) versus FM Lucas Ranaldi (2334) started up with a Caro-Kann opening,  

in which tactical exchanges after twenty moves left white with a better pawn structure and safer king 

in the remaining position with queen, two rooks and five pawns on each side. It should be possible to 

keep the black position together, but doing so on command over the board against a GM would be a 

hard challenge for all 2300-players in the world.  

19 year old Ranaldi again demonstrated his talent for dry long battles and fought on remarkably well, 

but still white was better with queen, rook and four pawns on each side after 40 moves. Both players 

spent much time for the next moves, hence the GM after 48 moves had three minutes left and the 

FM five. As black still had an airy king he came closer to a draw when getting the neccessary help to 

exchange off the queen. White however still got three against two pawns in the rook endgame – with 

pawns on both flanks. After 65 moves the rook endgame with h- and f-pawns against a-pawn for sure 

was a draw, as black in some variations even could survive without the a-pawn. Still the endgame 

was difficult to play for both players under time pressure: Ranaldi chose to wrong moment to 

exchange his a-pawn against the white h-pawn.  

As Starostits in turn chose the wrong plan in the endgame with rook and f-pawn versus rook, Ranaldi 

could establish a sixth rank defence and save the draw after 84 moves. Ranaldi with a performance of 

2409 after six rounds is definitely in the run for a 2450-performance after nine rounds, but needs a 

further performance lift plus three more opponents with relevants titles.    

 

 

FM Trygve Dahl (2211) as white 

against IM Frode Elsness (2454) opted 

out of the Open Sicilian theory jungle 

with 5.f3. It did not work out very 

well, as black had no problems to 

develop his pieces and after d5 

followed by e5 and e4 soon had a 

dangerous kingside attack running.  

After 20 moves black´s pair of bishops 

and overall active pieces gave him a 

winning attack, and five moves later 

on he had won a piece for two pawns. 

Dahl again showed his remarkable 

talent to create a mess in lost positions,                                           Dahl vs Elsness 

and got some practical chances due to  

his passed pawns at c5 and d5. Elsness at move 41 probably made a good practical decision when 

sacrificing back his extra bishop on the passed pawns, reaching a much better queen and rook 

position with one extra pawn and the safer king.  

White felt forced to exchange queens a few moves later on, but as white´s pawn at f6 had advanced 

way too far he had no chance to save the remaining rook endgame.  

Elsness for GM norm purposes has a performance of 2511 before playing IM Johannes Haug in round 

seven. This means he is still in the run for his decisive GM-norm, but it still requires 2,5/3 from now 

on – with two more high rated opponents in round 8 and 9. 
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Ludvig Carlsson (2281) versus FM Jens 

Ingebretsen (2220) was a key game 

for the IM norm chances of both 

players. The opening was a fairly 

balanced English, as white got the pair 

of bishops but an inferior pawn 

structure following an early Bxc3 from 

black. Snatching a pawn at b6 with his 

queen in the early middle game was 

risky at best from a white point of 

view. Indeed, within a few moves the 

queen was captured at b5. The 

resulting position with two rooks,  

                                       Carlsson vs Ingebretsen                 one bishop, one knight and seven 

                       pawns against one queen, one bishop, 

two knights and four pawns reportedly was much better for black from a computer perspective.  

It still appeared rather confusing for a human eye and brain – especially as black after 26 moves had 

only 15 minutes left on the clock. Obviously enjoying to play with a queen in positions with mixed 

material, Ingebretsen again outplayed his opponent and demonstrated a winning attack with queen, 

knight and three pawns against two rooks and six pawns.  

White´s final try was to build a kingside fortress with rook and four pawns against queen and three 

pawns. The fortress however was too loose, and Ingebretsen elegantly blew it up by exchanging the 

queen for the rook to divert white´s king from the pawns.  

Carlsson is not entirely out of it as an IM-norm candidate, but having lost this game as white he now 

desperately needs to win as black in the next round. Ingebretsen at 4,5/6 remains undefeated, with 

an IM norm performance of 2532 before entering the ring as white against top rated GM Evgeny 

Postny tomorrow. That is of course a very good shot for an IM-norm, and the question now seems to 

be whether Ingebretsen can do with 0,5/3 or needs 1,0/3!  

2,5/3 by the way will for sure be a GM-norm. 

 

IM Benjamin Haldorsen (2469) and GM 

Normunds Miezis (2485) left the theory jungle 

rather early too investigate a rare Sicilian 

position in which the players got an open e-file 

useful for exchanging all the rooks. On the 

board after 25 moves was a position with 

queen, bishop, knight and six pawns on each 

side – obviously better for black since he had 

the better knight at d4 and the better bishop 

at b7. Exchanging the knight was a very 

reasonable idea from a white point of view. 

                                  Haldorsen vs Miezis                Haldorsen however was balancing on the edge 

when offering exchange of queens as wel, as black had both the more active bishop and the less 

vulnerable pawns in the bishop endgame. As Miezis failed to enter the most critical lines during the 

first moves of the bishop endgame, Haldorsen succeeded exchanging it all down to a dead draw.  

Half a point in this game was half a win for Haldorsen as the game developed, but at the same time 

also half a loss as he desperately needed a win today to keep any GM norm chances.  
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GM Benjamin Arvola Notkevich (2482) versus 

IM Mads Vestby-Ellingsen (2362) was a duel 

between the first and second board player 

from the Tromsø team.  

Notkevich after 1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 g6 went for 

3.f3 followed by e4 and got a big center 

advantage, turning into a clear advantage as 

white later got the c-file.  

Vestby-Ellingsen survived the middle game, 

but lagged some 45 minutes behind on the 

clock and still faced a difficult bishop and 

knight endgame due to his weakened 

                          Notkevich vs Vestby-Ellingsen      queenside pawn structure. After 30 moves  

         all black´s five pawns were isolated, and the 

GM had few problems winning after picking up two of them.  

 

Although always friendly and quiet outside the board, Ukrainian IM Timofey Galinsky (2370) on the 

board remains a predictably unpredictable chessplayer. As white against Shazil Shehzad (2188) he 

today went for a London system, but then withdrew the bishop to g3 and locked it in behind a pawn 

at f4. Finally having succeeded exchanging the bishop for a knight on f6, white soon came much 

better as black helpfully exchanged his dark squared bishop and opened the c-file for white´s rooks. 

Galinsky instructively intervened on the c6 outpost with his rook. Consequently winning a pawn on 

e6, he was pawn up with a winning attack in the remaining queen and rooks position.  

 

15 year old FM Elham Abdurlauf (2362) 

in the young lions meeting with 12 year 

old Aksel Bu Kvaløy (2174) first played 

a Reti opening, but later accelerated in 

the center with d4.  

Following this black reached an 

apparently improved Semi-Slav 

position, with his light-squared bishop 

placed in an active position outside the 

pawn chain at f5.  

Although white established a space 

advantage on the queenside with c5, 

black after hitting back with e5 in the 

center was fine if not better after                                                  Abdurlauf vs Kvaløy             

15 moves. While black spent much time  

without finding any active plan, white however regrouped his pieces for a kingside attack. White 

efficiently smashed through as black´s defence collapsed due to time pressure before 40 moves.  
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Aleksander Fossan (2171) versus FM Noam Vitenberg (2298) started as a Pirc opening, but 

transposed into a good old Philidor. In accordance with traditions for this opening, white first held  

a center advantage with d4 and e4 against d6 and e5. In the attacking race coming up after black 

castled short, white however fatally misunderstood and/or miscalculated something when playing 

17.exd5? – as black instead of taking back could insert 17.--- e4! with a winning kingside attack. 

White succeeded exchanging queens a few moves later on, but it did not help him much as black´s 

rooks and knight completed a mating attack well before 40 moves. 

 

Today´s episode in the series of odd 

opening choices from WGM Olga 

Dolzhikova (2208) was «Nordic non-gambit 

with 1.e4 e5 2.d4?! exd4 3.Qxd4». 

Sacrificing the e4-pawn a few moves later 

on was objectively dubious, but still gave an 

advantage as opponent Andreas Skotheim 

(2120) became too tricky and had to give 

back the pawn under unfavourable 

circumstances.  

Skotheim however defended by sound 

means in a solid position without obvious 

                                Dolzhikova vs Skotheim         weaknesses. After 20 moves, remaining 

           chances with queen, two rooks and six 

pawns on each side appeared close to equal. Later Skotheim had few problems keeping the balance 

into a rook endgame with three pawns in each camp. In the fifth hour remaining spectators were in 

doubt about who had the advantage, but not doubting that the game would end with a draw. 

 

Gustav Törngren (2185) got the white stones in the junior duel against Alexander Øye-Strømberg 

(2048) today, but made a very humble start with 1.d3 followed by 2.Nd2 and 3.c3. As the Old Indian 

opening is considered a rather passive opening for black, playing it in advance as white should not 

give much of an advantage. Neither did it in this game, as black following a sound queenside 

mobilisation came slightly better from the opening.  

Black´s queenside attack first made much faster progress than white´s kingside attack, but the tide 

turned as black´s defence plan with 26.--- f5? 26.exf6 e.p. Qf7? only helped white to open attacking 

lines. For unknown reasons, white decided to delay the obviously critical f5-break until it was no 

longer working (and then do it anyway). Having successfully bolted the kingside and exchanged off 

the queens, black after the time control reached a won endgame with rook, knight and three 

kingside pawns against rook, bishop and one kingside pawns. The pawns were two g-pawns and one 

e-pawn, but still black had an easy win until he much too fast snatched the black pawn at f6.  

As it turned out white could win back the e-pawn within a few moves, he strenghtened his chances 

for a draw notably.  

Still the final endgame with rook and two g-pawns against rook was a tiny win until black overlooked 

a stalemate trap. White did not - hence the game ended abruptly with 53.--- g4 54.Rxg4+ Kxg4 ½-½.  
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Talented Norwegian 17 year old Tobias Lang Nilsen (2146) and talented Estonian 14 year old Dion 

Krivenko (2047) today discussed another open Sicilian with 4.Qxd4. In this one white kept an 

initiative after the c- and d-pawns were exchanged. Although the symmetric structure made the 

position gravitate towards a draw with queen, rook, knight and six pawns on each side, white still 

had 20 minutes more and a pleasant d-file advantage when a draw was agreed at move 23.  

 

FM Gunnar Lund (2302) as white against Lars Johan Brodtkorb (2166) went for a London System.  

Brodtkorb again spent a lot of time from the opening, but got a pair of bishops and appeared fine on 

the board after 15 moves. A complex battle followed as black castled long while white left his king at 

e1. Black due to his knight outpost at d3 for a while seemed much better, but spent much time 

without finding anything decisive.  

After 24 moves a draw suddenly was agreed as queens were about to be exchanged with a slightly 

better position for white. Lund reportedly offered as he, after coming over the hill, suddenly had 

started to worry about his position. Brodtkorb more understandably accepted as he was about to 

start worrying about his position – and for a long time had worried about the clock.   

 

FM André Nielsen (2218) as white against 

Andreas Tenold (1935) first had a small space 

advantage with some chances for  

a kingside attack in a Sicilian duel. Although 

e5 followed by f5 was thematic, the timing 

was bad as it only opened the c- and d-file for 

black´s heavy pieces.  

A frustrated white player failed to regroup his 

pieces in time, and resigned after 30 moves 

as he was about to lose heavyweight 

material.    
                                                                                                                          Nielsen vs Tenold 

 

The Rogaland junior duel between Sergey Eliseev (2025) and Simen Sørensen (2047) lasted nearly 

five hours and 70 moves, but still was very much one way driven. White came better from the Sicilian 

opening. Before 30 moves white had exchanged queens and won a pawn on a6 with a winning 

queenside attack. White true enough had some difficulties advancing his passed pawn from a7 to a8, 

but black still had no real counterplay – and lost some more pawns when he tried to do something. 

Still undrawn and at a 50 % score with 3/6, 13 year old Sergey Eliseev is continuing his remarkable 

progress after the long break.   

 

Sondre Melaa (2210) versus Sigve Hølleland (2133) was another messy Sicilian battle, in which white 

came better from the opening moves and appeared clearly better when winning the d6-pawn. 

Although black succeeded winning back the pawn, white first had an initiative with rook, bishop, 

knight and five pawns on each side. Due to his passed b-pawn, white after the first time control still 

played for a win with rook, bishop and three pawns against rook, knight and three pawns.  

As white cramped in the fifth hour, black was allowed to win the b-pawn for nothing. The remaining 

endgame with rook, bishop and e-pawn against rook, knight, f-pawn and h-pawn for sure somehow 

still was a draw, but running short of time Melaa lost his last pawn as well. White understandably 

looked frustrated after losing this game, but black of course still did a good job to win it.   
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Pål Røyset (2150) as white against Håkon Bentsen (2120) was something for this tournament as 

unusual as a game between two players above age 40. Røyset today opted out of theory discussions 

with 1.e4 e5 2.Nc3 and 3.g3. Although he for a moment after nine moves had one knight at a4 and 

the other at h4, white due to his pair of bishops came better in the early middle game.  

Exchanging the light squared bishop after 20 moves was a positional mistake handing the advantage 

over to black. It lasted only for two moves, as black in turn much too helpfully exchanged queens. 

Due to his better combination of pieces and superior pawn structure, white soon came clearly better 

with two rooks, one bishop and six pawns against two rooks, one knight and six pawns.  

The game then balanced on the edge between win for white and draw, until it reached a rook 

endgame which was won for white due to his more active pieces and passed e-pawn.  

Having successfully blocked black´s passed pawn at h6 white had some straightforward wins around 

move 57-60. 61.Kf5? however was a mistake, giving black the neccessary time to active his rook and 

attack white´s e6-pawn with 61.--- Rh8!, 62.--- Rf8+ and 63.--- Rf6.    

 

17 year old Ingrid Skaslien 

(1976) following her flying 

start met the wall in both 

round four and five, but 

hit back with a fine 

positional win as white 

against Sigurd Loe Grøver 

(2145) today.  

White due to her control 

of the d4 square got a 

pleasant plus in this 

Queen´s Gambit Tarrasch 

isolated pawn position. 

She later increased the 

positional pressure until 

                                                          Skaslien vs Grøver           winning a sound pawn at 

                c6 in the middle game. 

The rooks and bishop endgame was difficult for black before he went into a seventh rank pin with 

26.--- Bd7?. Afterwards black was completely paralyzed, and Skaslien within five more moves 

instructively demonstrated that opposite coloured bishops in such a situation can favour the 

attacking player.  

The third lowest rated player of this field, Skaslien at 2,5/3 has won nearly 50 ELO points and is still in 

the WIM norm run.  

 

16 year old Afras Mansoor (2117) today spent a lot of time in the middle game, but following a quiet 

Reti opening he soon built up powerful pressure as white again FM Richard Bjerke (2144).  

Bjerke´s search for tactical complications was understandable, but still proved insufficient, as he after 

30 moves was a piece down with the more exposed king.  

Black´s only remaining hope was an open and tactical position combined with white´s time pressure. 

Mansoor however speeded up without overlooking anything whatsoever, and black resigned as he 

after 40 moves was a bishop down in the remaining queen, rook and bishop position.   
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Although played on the second 

to last board, the game between 

Thyra Kvendseth (2017) and 

Monika Machlik (2082) was a 

remarkable and fascinating six- 

hour battle with many good 

moves from both sides.  

White made a slow start with 

1.Nf3 2.g3 3.Bg2 and a rather 

lame King´s Indian Advance, 

giving black all the time needed 

to play b5, d5 and c5 with a 

strong queenside initiative. 

Given a pair of bishops and  

                                             Kvendseth vs Machlik                 a space advantage, black held 

                     the pressure all the way into an 

endgame with queen, bishop and six pawns against queen, knight and six pawns.  

The position catched up around move 30 as Kvendseth traded her e5-pawn for the black c5-pawn. 

White later had a potentially strong passed pawn at c4, but also a backward pawn weakness at d3. 

Black still pressed on for a win, but white defended actively by sacrificing the d3-pawn to advance 

the passed c-pawn. With both players trying to win at the same time, a tense drama followed in the 

fifth and sixth hour.  

48.--- f5? was an overambitious pawn move, opening the door for a white attack against the black 

king at g7. Three moves later on white could win the black bishop, but did not have the time to take 

it due to black´s disturbing passed pawn at d2. With the white passed pawn at c6, black took a 

difficult but correct decision, sacrificing her d-pawn to activate the queen for a kingside attack.  

As white played 58.f5+ (with a check from the queen at c1 against the king at h6) black could have 

played 58.--- Kh7!, after which her counterattack against white´s king on h3 would have been 

sufficient for a perpetual check.  

As usually having less than one minute left on the clock, Machlik instead went for the tempting 58.--- 

g5? – after which Kvendseth found the computer win with 59.hxg5+ Bxg5 60.Qd1! Qh4+ 61.Kg2 Be7 

62.Qd2+. 1-0 after 69 moves, as Kvendseth demonstrated she could escape the black checks after 

getting in a second queen at c8! Obviously a tough loss for Machlik, this still was a thriller game and  

a brilliant win from a Kvendseth point of view. Most important, it was a reminder that players in the 

lowest part of this field also can produce memorable games with great move sequences.    

 

Hallvard Haug Flatebø (1877) versus Sander Fuglestein (2109) was a Caro-Kann in which black after 

pinning white´s knight on d2 got the chance to win a pawn with a flashy 10.--- Qxc4!.  

White got some compensation due to his space advantage, but the balance weight definitely tipped 

in favour of black when white made a misunderstood attempt to undermine black´s queenside pawn 

mass with 18.b3?. Fuglestein just took the pawn on b3 as well, and although white won back this 

second pawn, he ended up a pawn down and got a mission impossible to stop black´s passed a- and 

b-pawns. As black´s knight was about to reach the octopus square d5 with a totally dominating 

position, Flatebø after 22 moves stopped the clock and instead started to wait for first round of the 

evening´s rapid chess tournament.  
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Open Group 
It is not an usual situation that first 

board is the first game to finish in the 

second half of a tournament. It is 

however very unusual that first board 

is the first game to finish because of a 

black win. Still that was what 

happened in the open today:  

So far brilliant 15 year old Brage 

Modell (1844) as white stumbled into  

a razor blade preparation from his 13 

year old opponent Sverre Lye (1799), 

and underestimating a Nc3-pin white 

lost a full rook in the opening.                                                        Modell vs Sverre Lye 

To tell the full truth it was not the first  

game to finish this round – since second board meeting betweem Andreas Skrede Hausken (1823) 

and Misha Galinsky (1876) was a rather peaceful 16-move draw.  

 

Third board much to the contrary 

became a five-hour long and shaky 

game with a sensational outcome: 

Mikkel Lien (1677) came two pawn 

down from a too loose black opening 

against first rated Terje Lund (2104), 

but suddenly got a lot of 

compensation some moves later.  

Lien and his very active pair of 

bishops went on to win all the more 

material, until having a bishop more 

in the rook and bishop endgame.  24 

year old Stjernen player Lien was a 

                                                   Lund vs Lien                    late starter as tournament player,  

         but has shown remarkable progress 

during the last year and obviously should not be understimated by anyone for the remaining three 

rounds here.  

 

Another player to watch out for is 14 year old Sivert Ihlen (1871) from Larvik, having scored four wins 

and one draw after his sensational first round loss. Ihlen played his best game at Fagernes (so far) 

when he today crushed so far solid Johannes Melkevik (1858) in only 20 moves.  

 

One of the most remarkable talents in this group for sure is 11 year old Louis Khoo-Thwe (1835), 

today reaching a won position before 15 moves as black against Ole-Kristian Nergård (1705) on the 

fifth board.  
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The Lye brothers had another successful round, as 15 year old Sigurd Lye (1776) won a hard fought 

game against Egil Melkevik (1725) after nearly 70 moves. (The Melkevik twins had a less successful 

round, yes.)  

 

While first rated Terje Lund is out of the fight for top three following today´s loss, second rated Elias 

Hestvik (1893) might after all be in the fight after making the better calculations against Rune Kleiven 

Rynning (1678) today.  

 

Three other young players worth to keep an eye upon for the upcoming rounds are 15 year Mathias 

Lind Schouten (1822), 15 year old Alisha Shehzad (1660) and 10 year old Evsuld Myagmarsuren 

(1678). All three are lurking in the big group at 4,0/6 after defeating capable opponents today.  

 

Following today´s results Sverre Lye is now leading at 5,5/6, half a point ahead of Mikkel Lien and 

Brage Modell, while Misha Galinsky, Andreas Skrede Hausken, Louis Khoo-Thwe and Sivert Ihlen are 

shadowing at 4,5/6.  

Next round top pairings this evening came up with Sverre Lye white against Ihlen, Lien white against 

Modell, Galinsky white against Schouten and Khoo-Thwe white against Hausken.  

Obviously, we will this year have a very hard fight for the three available tickets to next year´s GM 

group (and yes, that means we intend to have a GM tournament at Fagernes next year too!).         

 

 

Open group 

 

 

All photos by Tom Eriksen and Malgorzata Kopaczek-Styczen 


